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Whether we like it or not, our international commitments since 

World War II have obliged us to make substantial military expenditures 

Plus assistance and development investments abroad. These commitments, if 

continued as long as they have been, require a trade surplus large enough 

meet their cost. This has not been achieved; in recent years the re-

sulting deficit in our total balance of payments has been between $3 and 

billion. Reducing this deficit calls either for a reduction of the 

international burdens or for an increase in U. S, exports. The latter is 
a problem primarily for management and for labor supported by appropriate 

fiscal and monetary policies. 

Our military expenditures abroad have been about :.?3 billion a 

2rQar and our net government grants and credits have risen from 'V2-1/2 bil-

lon per year to about billion. In addition, annual net private long-
t e m investment has been about £2 billion. Moreover, in recent time, there 

has been also a short-term capital outflow as a result of high domestic 

liquidity combined with the pull of higher interest rates abroad. 

This burden of western world leadership has created problems of 

^creasing complexity as Europe and Japan have grown more competitive. 

only are they less reliant on importing from us but have increased 

their export capability and reduced our traditional technological advantage, 
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is scarcely fair to generalize so broadly as to say that the United 

States has become uncompetitive. After all we are able to sell £>20 odd 

billion of exports each year, but there has been a change in cur relative 

strength that is not for the better. Our competitiveness was lessened 

especially between 1953 and 1959 when United States prices were rising 

relative to those offered by some foreign countries. i7or example, the 

sharp rise of United States prices of metals and machinery in this period 

contributed to the 12 per cent rise in the index of manufacturers' domestic 

wholesale prices and to the 17 per cent rise in the average unit prices 
o f gxports of manufacturers. It is of comfort to note that our domestic 

wholesale prices have been stable now for over 3-1/2 years, and our whole-

sale industrial prices for over 2-1/2 years, a period during which prices 

have advanced in Europe0 

The economic challenges now facing our managements and Government 

center in the meaning of the terms "keeping competitive" and "increasing 

Productivity," Both of them have become surrounded by misconceptions that 
c a U for clarification if the fundamental difficulties with our balance of 

Payment3 are to be straightened out,and the integrity of the dollar pro-

tected. 

The problem of "keeping competitive" is not simply that of avoid-
i nS price inflation within our domestic market; it means export prices and 

Products of such quality as will meet competition in foreign markets. 

Nor does "increasing productivity" mean, when used in relation to wage 

Negotiations, that the productivity gains of a highly mechanized mass 

Production industry like steel or autos can be absorbed completely by 
Wage advances without inducing cost increases elsewhere in the economy 

that reduce export sales and inhibit restoration of the long-lost 
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equillibrium in our balance of payments. These misconceptions about 

pricing and wage setting are close to the root of our inability to ex-

port enough more than we import to pay for the investing, lending and 

spending that are associated with free-world leadership. 'They also have 

a bearing, though less obvious, upon the rate of sustainable growth that 

^ay be achieved in the domestic econoiny. 

At stake now is the continued ability of the United States to 

achieve the twin goals of high wages and high employment. There was a 

period not many years ago when British, European and Japanese firms sent 

delegations here to visit our plants in order to discover the secret. 

Mass production, supported by a magnificent mass market at home, per-

fitted us to mechanize and to apply management techniques that gave 

American families a material life better than the world had ever seen. 

And the marvel of it was that we have been able to pay wages higher than 

the rest of the world and still command a large share of the world's trade. 

Meanwhile, a long period of operating without foreign competition 

in the post-war sunshine of abundant demand for materials and equipment 

had a softening effect upon our industries. They received orders with-

out aggressive marketing effort and increases in unit costs could be 

passed on to the consumer. Besides, to American suppliers the preserva-

tion of markups was appealing. And so our firms got themselves caught in 

a wage-price spiral that has na.d unhappy consequences. The heritage from 

the war of highly mechanized production techniques and of the fruits of 

research was a technological breakthrough that gave to the United 3tates 

a great competitive advantage in world markets as long as the industries 

in other countries were engaged in replenishing their domestic needs. 
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Once they had caught up with basic needs at home, however, the newly 

equipped foreign plants, employing labor at a fraction of the comparable 

rates of this country, entered world markets with many products that 

were as good as our own and cheaper, too. 

Nor should we ignore the continuance of restraints on imports 

of American goods that were adooted abroad during exchange difficulties. 

These barriers discourage the sale of industrial products and especially 

our agricultural ones a 

Despite the fact that an annual import total of around $L5 bil-

lion in relation to gross national product of about $550 billion is small, 

our ability to compete in our own domestic markets is vulnerable to im-

proved and cheaper products from abroad. Foreign-made glass now comes by 

ship right into Toledo—which had won the name of "The Glass City" of 

America by producing glass for our American autos. Much of the barbed 
wire, reinforcing bars, and wire nails we use are now of foreign origin, 

not to speak of a substantial amount of semi-finished steel. We import 

Japanese transistor radios and electric parts that are cheaper than ours, 
and Japanese ball bearings and cameras of as fine quality as can be found 

anywhere, we export enough to pay for these imports; like other industri-

alized countries our exports and imports have both been increasing during 

recent years. The essence of our balance of payments difficulties is that 

our export surplus fails to finance the obligations we have undertaken as 

leader of the free world together with the current outflow of private 

oapitalo 
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The competitive edge given us by the post-war breakthrough in 

mechanization and automation has now been lost in many lines of product. 

Sophisticated foreigners know that if we inflate more—and the^ less— 

they can take foreign markets away from us and make greater inroads into 

our home market as well. If, on the other hand, German, French and 

Japanese costs should now rise and ours hold steady, then time would work 

for us. 

The real test as to whether we are pricing our workers out of 

jobs is whether our products and services sell in the markets of the world, 

including our own. If their design or quality or terms or prices are un-

attractive, American firms lose the chance to sell their wares, and in 

so to provide additional jobs for American workers. It is export 
£nd import prices that count, not alone those offered in the domestic 

^rket by domestic producers; it is world markets that present the test 

American competitiveness. High taxes, high costs, and high prices do 
n°t make for high employment. 

Now I return to the second misconception that a wage increase 
is not inflationary if the increase in the hourly rates of a given indus-

try is no greater than the gain in its productivity. If a more than pro-

portionate share of the gain in the productivity of a mass production 

industry is absorbed by increases in wage rates, its prices will usually 

not be reduced unless competition forces profit margins to be shaved* 
F°r one thing, if capitals share of productivity gains is squeezed, in-

vestment decisions are affected,—and investment makes job opportunities. 
F°r another thing, wage increases in pace-setting industries can often 
ri?ple out into lower-productivity industries through competition in the 



labor market. Whatever the mixture of interacting causes,—perhaps strong 

demand feeding spiralling cost-push,—the result is a steady rise in the 

prices of services. And these represent more than one-third of the con-

sumer price index. A partial explanation would seem to be that wage rate 

advances -ranted by industries with higher than average productivity gains 

will induce workers in other industries to demand similar wage advances. 

Wage increases for factory workers are reflected in offices, retail stores, 

hospitals, restaurants, garages, barber shops and other service establish-

ments, In these service enterprises it is not practical to offset such 

rises by mechanization. A hospital will need to keep nurses within call; 
a department store, to keep sales clerks at certain stationso And so, 
even if a mechanized industry can absorb a wage rate increase equal to the 

gain in its own productivity, such a wage rise is likely to be reflected 

in the prices of hair cuts, medical care, auto and home repair and college 

tuition fees. 

To close the circle of logic, these price increases in turn add 

to the cost of living of workers and consumers generally and create pressures 

for additional wage-rate advances in domestic and export industries alike. 

It is time, therefore, to take stock of our wage setting and pricing poli-

cies to the end that they may promote the export trade needed to finance 

our country's obligations as a leader of the western world. Cur country 

is rich in resources and in management know-how. But how much it can 

invest, spend and lend abroad depends basically upon how much more it 

exports than it imports. It would be tragic if inept financial husbandry 

Were to injure a future that appears to be so rich in promise and in hope. 


